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Windows Server 2016 Technical
Overview for IT pros.Q: Plotting a

continuous process on a vertical axis If I
have a function that returns a value that
can't be plotted on the horizontal axis,
how do I show a continuously moving
process on a vertical axis? The plot I

have so far is: x = np.linspace(0, 5, 100)
y1 = abs(-x**3 - 1) y2 = np.polyfit(x, y1,

3) y1 = y2[0] + (y2[1]/100) * x y2 =
np.poly1d(y1) plot(x, y1, label = "my
data") plot(x, y2, label = "the model")

Which gives me the result above. I can't
see a way to get a smooth curve over
the range of my data (I can't see my

data as a well-behaved function). A: You
can add a smoothing spline through the
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origin, such that it connects the two
series of points. import numpy as np
from scipy.interpolate import splrep
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt x =

np.linspace(0, 5, 100) y1 = abs(-x**3 -
1) y2 = np.polyfit(x, y1, 3) y1 = y2[0] +

(y2[1]/100) * x y2 = np.poly1d(y1) #
add a spline with only one knot s =
splrep(x, y1, 1, k=1) # compute the

data outside the range y3 = [s(x)[1] -
0.5*s(x)[:-1] for x in x] y4 = [s(x)[1] -
0.5*s(x)[2:] for x in x] # plot the data

plt.plot(x, y1, label = "
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